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Presidential Race Narrowed Down to Two
Popovich Speaks of School's Mission
Popovich's two-day visit, as with
By Eddie Donohue
the other two visits by the presiDr. Helen Popovich, one of the dential candidates, consisted of
two existing candidates for the next meetings with Vice-President Ippresident of the college, spoke of polito (Student Services); Charles
''working with external constitu- Kimmett (Administration and Fiencies" to raise funds for the col- nance); and T. Felder Dorn (Acalege, in a reception, last Wednes- demic Affai rs).
day.
Popovich, like the other two
Popovich said she would work candidates, gave a speech that was
hard on attracting private invest- more goal-oriented and did not go
ment in the college, saying that into specific detail about issues
such investments would "allow us like attracting private investment,
to enhance the school where pub- negotiations with unions, or short1ic funds are insufficient."
ages in the number of full ti me
The presidential candidate spoke professors.
When asked about the latter
much in terms of a college's mission, saying "if a college doesn't she said that it would be inapprochange direction it's not going to priate to comment due to the nature of her visit of getting acquainted
be successful."
"Any college that is going to be with many components of the
successful must be thinking about college.
Dr. Dorn, in an interview, stated
their mission in the future, while
still working on their present mis- that in each meeting with the three
sion,• said Popovich, who also said candidates, he discussed Kean's
that the president should be the goals toward accessibi Iity, responmain implementor of a school's siveness towards the region in terms
of the programs, assessment and
mission.
Popovich advised the audience, other issues.
The race was narrowed to only
made up mostly of faculty, that
any additions in programs could two cancf idates when, on Mon,_ ado'-d by "convlncltlf1 me

day, it w . . annaunc:oed that Dr.

that more resources would improve it further.•

Paul Weller had dropped out of
the race.

Dr. Elsa Gomez toured the campus on April 13th and 14th.

Weller Drops Out ofRace
By Eddie Donohue
Dr. Paul Weller has dropped
out of the race for the next president of Kean.
According to Chris Reinmuth, a
student member on the Presidential Search Committee, Dr. Marion Epstein, chairperson of the
Committee, told the group on
Monday that Dr. Ruth O'Dell had
received a message on her answering machine, last Friday, from
Dr. Weller saying that he no longer
is considering the job of president.
"She (Dr. O'Dell) called him back
Saturday and spoke to him personally to confirm it," said Reinmuth.
Dr. O'Dell was unable to be
reached for an interview before
this article went to print.
The dropping out of Weiler narrows the race to only two candidates, Dr. Popovich and Dr. Gomez.

Weller is one of two finalists to
drop out of the race, the other
being President of Chicago State
University, George Ayers, for what
was believed to be caused by a
series of allegations stemming from
embezzlement, discrimination, and
sexual harrassment.
Weller who is president of Framingham College, in Massachusetts,
visited the college on Monday,
April 24th and the 25th.
Reinmuth thinks that Weller
sensed that he wasn't popular with
certain groups on campus, saying
that Welle r failed to win support
from many groups, including the
Tri-Council, a body made up of
part-time, full-time undergraduate
and graduate students.
John Davila, one of the students present at the meeting, stated
"there was no way he should have
been president of the college. He

wanted things done his way.
According to Davila, Weller had
stated that he was against students'
voting rights on committees, "He
had no idea of minority issues on
this campus,• he went on to say.
lro:iically, in a previous interview, Paul Gillrnour, Editor-in-Ch ief
of the Framingham State College
, newspaper, The Gate Post, said
that Weller was popular w ith the
students of his school. Weller was
known to protest with his students;
earlier this year, in the state capi- tal protested money being taken
away from the school's budget by
the state, according to Gillmour.
Dr. O'Dell, Chairperson of the
Board of Trustees, has said the
board would like to elect a new
president by the May 25th commencement. Reinmuth says that it
could be this date or "as early as
two weeks."

Elizabeth Strike Seen as Potential Problem to Campus
Dr. Elsa Gomez and Dr. Helen Popovich are the two remaining
candidates for Kean's next president.
Photo couit"'Y of Public tnfonnatlon
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By Maryellen Kuch
Members of both the Squires
and the campus police have stated
that the strike in Elizabeth involving police, fire fighters and ambulance workers has not had an
immediate effect on the college;
but may have one if the strike
continues.
Because Kean College borders
Elizabeth, one cannot help but
wonder about the long term effects of the layoff of civil service
workers on the college.John Wae,
captain of the campus ambulance
squad, the Squires, said so far he
hasn't experienced any problems.
He stated that the Elizabeth squad
is a paid squad versus Union and
many surrounding towns which
are volunteer. The squads that are
volunteer usually back each other
up if the need arises. Therefore,
Captain Wae does not foresee a

problem concerning the need for
back up and not being able to
obtain it. Currently, the Squires
have been backing up the Union
squad at times due to staffing difficulties.
In the past, Elizabeth has not
required any backup support from
the Squires. Captain Wae proceeded
to say that there is a remote possibi l_ity of the Squires being asked to
assist the Elizabeth squad. This
would proba~ly only occur if Elizabeth experiences a severe shortage of manpower. "Right now Elizabeth is a war zone, the future situation is very unpredictable and
could get worse before it gets better,• the Captain stated.
Lieutenant Scott Kinney of the
campus police said, "The layoffs
have not affected the college yet
but could in the future in such
cases as major problems in the
dorms.•

On April 14, 1989 the city of
Elizabeth dismissed firefighters,
police officers, ambulance workers and other city employees due
to a budget deficit and less funds
than Mayor Thomas Dunn says the
cityneeds.Sofarovertwohundred
employees have been laid off. A
second wave of layoffs affecting
police and firefighters is slated to
take effect the end of May.
Elizabeth's financial management and its municipal budget has
come under serious questioning
by several groups especially police and firefighters in the wake of
an anticipated twenty-six million
dollar budget deficit. A special
assermly task force set up by G.O.P.
gubernatiorial hopeful Chuck
Hardwick is expected to meet this
week and begin fact finding and
schedule hearings. Some people
are questioning whether this com(Continued on Page 3)
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What's Going On •

• •

The Freshman Center

Unbinding Those Double-Binds

Campus Calendar

By Gay Lumsden
Friday, May 5, 1989
11 :00 am - 3:00 pm

H.A.C. E. Picnic

8:00 pm- ?

Kean College Choir

Area behi nd
Library
Wilkins Theatre

Saturday, May 6, 1989
8:30 am - ~:30 pm
Basic Skills Tests
12:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Pan Hellenic Picnic

DR 1,2,3 & A. L.
Campus Grounds

~unday, May 7, 1989
112:00 pm - 5:00 pm

2:00
2:3 0
7:00
7:30

pm - 6:00 pm
pm - 7:00 pm
pm - 9:00 pm
pm

Adu lt Social Group

Campu s Grounds
Picnic
O mega Sigma Psi
D. R. #3
I. F.M.
Alumn i Lounge
Cath ol ic Mass
Room B
Yorn Hashoah Wilkins Theatre
Holocaust Remembrance Day

Monday, May 8, 1989
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Hotline Training

Alumn i Lounge

Tuesday,May 9,1989
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7: 00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm

J-138
J-136
J-203
J-140
j-142
V- 1-300
v\--411
J-135
CSS-108
J-204A
J-303
Alu mni Lounge
Room A
Room B
J-204B
B-208B
B-123
T-207

G.C.C.
J.S.U.
LS.A.

s.c.s.c.
Chinese Culture Club
AMA Marketing Club
S.A.M.
I.V.C.F.
Day Care Center
Phi Beta Sigma
Pre-Law Club
Sigma Beta Ch i
Nu Sigma Phi
Sigma Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
De lta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Zeta Delta Pi

Wednesday, May 10, 1989
9 :00 am - 5:00 pm

12:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Hispanic Student
Graduation Reception
J.S. U. Carnival

3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
5:30 pm - 8:30 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
8:00 pm - 1 :00 am

S.C.S.C.
AMA Marketing Club
I.V.C.F.
Peace Center
Political Science Club
G.C.C. Dinner
Rho Sigma Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
Jr. Class Lip Synch

Thursday May11, 1989
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
H.A.C.E.
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
Lambda Chi Rho
7:00 pm - 1:00 am
Peace Center

Grill Room

Outside
Whiteman Hall
J-140
W-300
J-135
J-138
J-139
Cougar Room
Room B
Room A

CC Cafeteria
Contest
Alumni Lounge

"A"

Freshman Ce ntet
Scene: Your graduation day.
You're feel ing fine.
Mom: Ok, we're so proud of
you, dear!
Aunt Susie: Yes, and I'm so glad
you picked such an easy major!
ZAP! BAMI ZOWIE!
When somebody zaps you-with
one of those double-binds, do you
feel as I do ... angry, frustrated,
ambushed, hog-tied and, freq uently,
vaguely gu ilty fo r some uni dentifi ed sin?
But how do you change a doublebinder? It depe nds.
How important is the relationsh ip to you? If the double-binder is
a member of your family, your
best friend, your lover. . .well,
then , that's worth an effort.
Do you think it's even possible
to change communication patterns
w ith this person? Are you willing
to work at it?
What risks are you willing to
take? You'll havetoexamineyour
own responses, maybe change
them, perhaps do some serious

confrontation and discussion. Can
you? W ill you?
If it's worth the effort an d you' re
wi 11 ing to take so me risks and work
hard, then:
-Listen carefully to the doublebind statements and try to understand exactly how you 've been set
up.
- Acknowledge your own anger and frustration. You're entitled to those feelings.
-State the d ilemma the other
person has provided you with and
desc ribe you r own feel ings, but
avoid blaming or accusati on and
keep the focu s on one instance.
Never, ever, fall into "you always
do this" and "you never do that.•
Take, for example, the dialogue
that began this column. You could
continue it like this:
"Aunt Susie, I know you're proud
of me, but it hu rts when you imply
that I made it because my major
was easy."
Of c·ourse, she'll come right
back and say something like, "Oh,
dear, you know I was kidding.

You're so sensitive! Really, dear,
you 've got to get over that. .. •
Since kill li ng her is illegal, you
just say, "No, Aunt Susie, I don't
think you were kidding, but that's
okay. I just want you to know I did
understand what the message was
and I wish you wquldn't do that
anymore."
I would suggest doing this in a
private encounter, since inviting
in everyo ne including the nei ghborhood dog tends to obscure the
process. You'll find , whe n the
smoke clears, that Aunt Susie has
gained respect for you; she also
may have lost some of her affection, because she will have lost
her ability to control you. Oh,
she'll try it again, and you may set
yourself up for it (Remember, th is
behavior is learned and perpetuated in fam ilies!) But you ' ll learn,
and so w ill she, some ways to
untangle those double binds.
It's worth learning. It can open
the way to open, honest communication between two people, and
that' s a great thing to experience !

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
l'mfeeling veryte nse and nervous about my workload he re at
school. Everything that is due is so
overwhelming to me: papers, exams, projects. I just don't know
how I can complete everyth ing.
Lately I feel incapable of meeting
these demands and I even avoid
working on the schoolwork when

This reduces their ove rwhe lm ing
qual ity and makes them manageable. Also it allows you to reward
yourself after each ste p is completed instead of putting off the
gratifica tion for weeks or months
until everything is done. Give you rself credit for what you do approach in school work, no matte r
how small. You deserve it. Don't

I do have time.

worry. Just get started.

Signed,
Overwhelmed
Dear Overwhelmed,
You are under a lot of pressure
here at school and this time of year
is especially stressful. It's very good
that you are conscientious about
your responsibilities in school but
it becomes detrimental when you
worry about everything at once.
To reduce your stress level, you
need to allow yourself time to
exercise. You need to make Iists of
what you wantto accomplish and
complete. Learn to break these
tasks and projects into smaller steps.

-

Sincerely,
Connie

Dear Connie,
I've been under a lot of stress
lately and it's really been getting to
me. I have trouble concentrating
and making decisions. My general
state of worry makes me feel nervous most of the time. My back and
neck have a lot of tension which I
am aware of constantly, I also have
frequent tension headaches.
Tense
Dear Tense,
Ignoring stress unfortunately
won't make it go away. It's impor-

tant to deal with various stresses as
they come up, instead of stockpiling them and leaving unresolved
problems to weigh you down. If
you' re hav ing specific difficu lties
and you need help sorti ng out your
alternatives, it might be hel pful for
you to come and speak to a counselor.
But many stresses are of an
ongoing nature and will be a constant challenge to you. It is important to have outlets from these
stresses, especially activities including exercise to release the te nsion and strengthen your body so it
can continue to be healthy.
Breathing itself can make a
significant contribution to overall
tension reduction. Incorporated
into your daily routine, "proper"
breathing techniques will improve
your tolerance for stress and relax
many chronic tension spots. Most
of us typically use sh al low breathing which promotes tension in the
upper body. We need to change
the way we breathe to release the
tension.
Please send your questions to
"Dear Connie" Counseling Center,
Bookstore Building #126.

Ct Cafeteria

Co-op Jobs = Academic Credit,
Salary, Work Experience
Job #2053- Writer Interns- P/f & F/f - Immediate Openings,
Flexible Hrs., Salary: $6 - $8.00/hr.
Job#2052-Asst. in Dev. Applications Programs, P/f, 3 days/
week preferred, Salary: $9 .25 - $10.90
Job #2051 - Criminal Justice & Social Science Majors, P/f Salary: $7.00/Hr.
Job #2050 - Marketing Intern, F/f - P/f, Fluent Chinese
Language Required, Salary: Open
Job #2049 - Management Trainee - P/f & F/f - Flexible Hours
Salary: $7.00/hr.
Job #2048-Accounting Analyst- F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/hr.
Job #2047 - Cost Analyst - F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/hr. _
Job #2046 - budget Analyst - F/f - 37.5 hrs. Salary: $10/'hr.
Job #2045 -Associate Underwriter - F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/
hr.
Job #2044 - Financial Auditor - F/f - 37.5 Hrs. Salary: $10/Hr ..
1) Job #2043 - Market Research Coder - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible,
Salary: $5.00/Hr.
.
2) Job #2042 - Staff positions - P/f - 15-20 Hrs. - Health Recreation
Majors, Salary: Open
3) Job #2041 - Production Coordinator Assistant, P/f - 15/20 Hrs.
Flexible, Salary: Open
4) Job #2040 - Programmer - P/f - 20 Hrs. Flexible, Computer
Science Major; Salary: $7.00/Hr.
5) Job #2039 - Market Research Assistant - P/f, Flexible Hrs.,
Salary: $5.00 - $8.00/H r. depending on experience.
6) Job #2038 - To Assist Scienti st, P/f & F/f - 20 Hrs. & 40 Hrs.
Salary: $400/wk.

3rd Annual Lip Sync Contest
May 10th
7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
College Center Cafeteria
Deadline for Applications

Monday, May 8th
In Freshman Center
or S.O. CC-128
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Kean College Crime Down 15%
Do students at Kean College
who have enough problems with
commuting, parking, and multitude of difficult courses really need
to be concerned about being crime
victims at Kean? The answer is
surprisingly, "NO".
The protection students are given
is provided by Campus Police,
sworn law enforcement officers, a
unit of twenty-five (25) personnel
consisting of police officers, detectives, security officers, and
administrative personnel.
This group has been successful
in controlling on-campus crime.
·, There is continuous patrols of oncampus bu ildings, streets, and
contiguous areas, twenty-four (24)
hours a day (in three shifts) seven
(7) days a week.
Their effectiveness is demonstrated by the recent reduction of
campus crime by fifteen (1 5) percent from calendar year 1987 to
calendar year 1988. The actual
number of reported incidents to
police decreased from two hundred
and eight (208) to one hundred
and seventy-seven (177). Lieutenant Scott Kinnie of Campus Police
advised that there were one hundred

and seventy-seven (1 77) reported
incidents for 1988 and a recovery
of $193,495 .00 worth of property
in 1988.
The most significant decrease
occurred with incidents of Larceny (thefts). In 1987, one hundred
and forty-five (145) incidents of
thefts were reported compared to
one hundred and five (105) incidents reported in 1988. This was a
decrease of twenty-seven and onehalf (27½) percent
The one hundred and five (105)
incidents of Larceny accounted for
fifty-nine (59) percent of the total
number of reported incidents and
consisted of all types of thefts; of
books, purses, and property from
the residence halls as well as college buildings. Most of the thefts
are preventable•• Most of the crimes,
according to Lieutenant Kinnie are
committed by persons not affi liated with the college, who take
advantage of the carelesss students,
or college employee who forgets a
book, leaves a purse unguarded,
or leaves the car unlocked, or
leaves expensive valuables visible
in-a vehicle.
During a recent survey, plain-

500 Dollar Incentive Involved in Student
Orientation

clothes police officers walked
around the residence halls and
found that it was easy to gain access
into the residence halls as well as
to enter a large number of apartments, where the occupants commonly areas which can be penetrated by outsiders.
Lieutenant Kinnie also suggests
that all text books should be marked
with the identity of the owner and
urged students to note the locations of the emergency direct line
telephones conveniently located
in many of the bu ildings and outside areas located at the college.
In the event of an involvement in
or witnessing of a crime, a prompt
call to the Campus Police will
bring a quick and immediate response.

On Thursd ay, April 20, 1989,
the Freshman Center hosted a
luncheon for the winners of the
best display at the Student Services and Academic Fairs that were
a part of new student orientation
day - September 1, 1988. Staff
members from the music department and PAFO were on hand to
enjoy the lunch and the awards
ceremony.
Ted Hoyle of the music department acceped $500 presented to
his department for the Academic
Fair Award. The money will go

toward a scholarship for fresh man
music majors. Dave Porter of PAFOaccepted $500 on behalf of his
department for the student services display, which will be used
toward the purchase of a VCR
monitor. The awards will be offered to the participants of the Fal I
'89 orientation fairs.
The awards were presented by
Peggy Melchione, Associate Director and Patricia Clark, Administrative Assistant of the Freshman
Center.

Residents Association Elections
By Sue Signore/la

Renee Budda
The Residents Association is

made up of residents who live on
campus. Positions entail deal ing
with problems on campus and
bringing these problems to the
attention of housing.
Members also are in charge of
running various programs such as
picnics (Alcohol Awareness Picnic) and Dorm Day, which is May
4th.
The winner of the Presidential
position, Salvatore Severini, hopes
to get students to become more
involved in activities such as the
Battle of the Dorms.

CORRECTION
In the results of the Class Officer Elections in the April 27th edition
of the Independent, it was not
reported that Marci Youman s was
elected treasurer for the Class of
1990.

Also, in that same edition, in an
article entitled "Players Represent
Billions of People in World Game"
it was not reported that Student
Activities also sponsored the World
Game. They, in fact, gave $1,200
towards the event

Residents Association elections
were held last week. Positions for
the year 89-90 are:

If you are a student at Kean
College, you don't have to worry
about security, it is there, working
for you twenty-four (24) hours a
day. But you must be aware of the
problems, and what you yourself
can do by your cooperation and
vigi_lance to support the Campus
Police and to avoid contributing to
conditions which make crimes
inviting and possible.

President:
Salvatore Severini

Vice-President:
Dominick Ferriolo

Treasurer:
Jeff Szabo

Chairperson:
Karen O'Leary

Secretary:

International Honor Society Inducts New Members

Whan you party,

ramambar to...

Five students -- Alan Shapiro, Subra Sujanthakumar, Patrick Kennedy, Jean Homiski, and Rocco Pavese
-- were inducted into the Mu Chapter of Omicron Delta Epsilon on April 19. Dean Charles Anderson and
Dr. Carol Condon inducted the new members at a luncheon held in Downs Hall. Kean College's Mu Chapter
is one of approximately 500 chapters otomicron Delta Epsilon located throughout the world.
P/toto COMTl<'1 ofO..Ucron D•/la Ep,il""

Campus Life

I

Compiled by the Independent Staff

-~nd one day the ground turned green. The students gazed in wide wonder as
they tried to figure out what was next for their campus.

Elizabeth 'Strike
(Continued from Page 1)
mittee is being used for political
gain.
Mayor Dunn has requested the
State Division of Local Services
initiate an audit of Elizabeth fiscal
management to counterbalance
this. In response to Hardwick's
actions, Dunn has called upon the
state to hasten the audit which is
scheduled for July. Dunn said he
would not allow the Hardwick
committee to probe the city's
finances while the state conducts
its exam.
Many police officers in Elizabeth have been calling in sick in.
response to their fellow officers
being laid-off. This is resulting in
scheduling difficulties especially
on weekends when good staffing
is even more important. The number of pol ice cars on the road at
one time has been cut back. On
thethreetoeleven shift, there were
normally eight to ten cars on the
road at one time. Since the layoffs, there are about six cars on the
road. The ramifications of the layoffs concerning a threat to the safety
and security of the city could
become quite extensive.
The Price Street Firehouse, a
firehouse that is close to the college and the one that would be
called upon if a fire broke out on
campus, has been closed down
due to layoffs.

CALL HOTLINE...
527-2330
289-2101
BECOME A
HOTLINE VOLUNTEER!
NAME

HOME ADDRESS & PHONE #
SCHOOL ADDRESS & PHONE #

It's 81 881Y 81 counting lrom 1 to II.
Guests:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Know your limit -stay within it.
Know what you're drinking.
Designate a non-drinking driver.
Don't let a friend drive drunk.
Call a cab if you're not sober-or not sure.

Hosts:
6. Serve plenty of food.

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF. INCLUDE ANY
POINTS DIRECTLY RELATED TO HOTLINE.

7. Be responsible for friends' safety.
8. Stop serving alcohol as the party winds down.
9. Help a p~lem drinker by offering your support.
10. Set a good example.

CLASS:
MAJOR:
WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO REACH YOU?

*•**•
•** SM.**

PLEASE RETURN TO:

Communication - Help Center
Kean College of New Jersey
Morris Avenue (CC-141)
Union, N.J. 07083

BEER DRINKER.5
OFAMERICA
PARTY•SMART

National Headquarters
150 P'aularino Ave., Suite 190, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
1-800-441-2337
Beer Drinkers of America is a non-profit coosumer membership
organization open only to persons Ol'ef the age of 21.
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Seaso n of Change
The Independent recently held its
elections and the official results are in. The
staff box for the 1989-1990 academic year
will look something like this:
Editor-In-Chief ...................... Chip Powell
Managing Editor .......... Christopher Burns
Arts & Graph ics Editor
Tom Rondello
Copy Editor .................... Christine Knorr
Cultural Editor ................ Danny Rodgers
Features Editor .................. Rob O'Connor
New s Ed itor .................... Eddie Donohue
Opinion Ed itor .............. John T. Russell Ill
Photography Editor
Angie Luizza
Bu siness Manager .................. Erin Reilly
Secretary .......................... Leslie Lazaroff
Asst. Features Ed itors ............. Dan Lanza,
Vicci Morrocco
Asst. Business Mgr. ........... Erika Matthies
There will be elections held in September
to fill the vacant positions. They are: Asst.
Arts & Graphics Editor (2 positions available), Asst. Copy Editor (2), Asst. Cultural
Editor(2), Asst. News Editor (2), Asst.
Opinion Editor(2), Asst. Photography Editor
{2), Asst. Sports Editor (2), Asst. Advertising

Manager (2), Asst. Business Manager (1 ),
and Asst. Secretary (2). Editorial Board
positions remaining are Advertising
Manager and Sports Editor.
The Independent is always looking for
additions to its staff. We hope that many of
you will consider joining our organization
next year. It is a positive experience that
cannot be compared to any classroom
lecture.
I can tell you from personal experience
that involvement with the funded gorups is
a great way to broaden your horizons and
open up new doors for the future. In my two
years as Editor-In-Chief I hav~ learned a
great deal about workmg wi~h people and
staff management. I have developr;d the
skills that will help me in the world of
communications. In writing this column
each week I have learned to deal with both
positive and negative criticism. It has been
a growing experience that all students should
seek out and involve themselves with.
To the new Editorial Board of the
Independent, congratulations. To all the
people who have helped make this newspaper work over the last two years, thank you.
It has been a pleasure serving Kean College and the Independent. Good luck with
everything next year.

Sincerely,
Eric L. Greenberg
Editor-In-Chief

Drivers Choose Correct Route
Dear Editor,
Just recently a fraternity and a
sorority held their annua l fo rmals.
We would liketosay "bravo"to the
many students who either had
fr iends drive them to the event or
who were responsible enough to
refrain from drinking so they could
be sober and drive home.
On our way to the Westwood
to pick up some friends, we saw a
bunch offlash ing police car lights.
We slowed to a complete stop,
held our breath and prayed. We
were suddenly filled with fear for a

few long moments. We feared it
was an accident and hoped that if
it was that there were no serious
injuries and th at the people involved weren't friends from Ke an
who d rove drunk. Thankfully it
was onl y a DWI check stop.
Recently, the National Stude nt
Affairs office fo rmed a SADD
(Students Against Driving Drun k)
Cha pter on campus. If any stude nts are inte rested in becom ing
invo lved in SADD, please call the
NSA office, 351-1040 (College
Center, Room 11 8). The newly

elected officers are:
AnnMarie Datri, president
Carrie Delia, Vice-President
Jackie Dykeman, Treasurer
Ann Marie Mc Daniel, Secretary
CONGRAT ULATIO NS II
Please conti nue to drink RESPO NSIBLY and re me mber
"FRIENDS DO NOT LET FRIEN DS
DRIVE DRUNK! "
Thank yo u,
Stacy & Karen

Director and Assistant
Director of
National Student Affairs

·courting Gov. Kean's Support
Dear Editor,
The following letter has been
sent to Governor Kean:
Governor Thomas Kean
State Ho use
Tren!on, NJ 08625
Dear Governor Kean,
As a stude nt at Kean Co llege, I
am writing to protest the scheme

by John Kean, your cousin, to put
a jughandle on this campus. Mr.
Kean, a member of the Board of
Trustees of Kean College, wants
the jughand le to accommodate the
traffic that wi 11be ge ne rated when
his Corporate Center opens.
Kean College has about 12,000
students, plus facu lty and other
college personnel. The Corporate
Center will e mploy approximately

1800. Does this seem fair to you to
inconvenience so many, and
de prive the college of much needed
parking space? One can only speculate the aesthetic damage that would
resul t from a h ighway on campus.
I urge you r support to save this
institution, which bears your name,
from this horrib le tactic.

Sincerely,
Dorothy L. McGrath

Housing's Burch Hall Blunder
Dear Editor,
This is to the brilliant Administrator who has found yet another
way to bring chaos into the lives of
Kean College students.
Mr. Administrator, do you realize what you have done by suggesting one wet dorm for next year?
Would you like to live on campus
next year and find out? There are
many students who are complaining about this wet dorm, not because they can't get in to drink, but
because of the noise level that will
· follow all of those who will be
in there and partying. I can't even
begin to tell you what it's like now
on nights when everyone is having
a grand old time and some of us
are trying to study or sleep. The
Quad is going to be a madhouse
because of th isl
And what about the inside of
the building? It's going to be disgustingll I feel sorry for the people
who'll be living there next year
and yet, don't drink that often.
You have walked all over students for as long as I can remember. Why are you so ceocemed
with how we spend our sacial
- lives? Why don't you leave us
alone and worry about cleaning
up this pitiful-sight of a campus? I
have parents that come with their
children on Friday to tour the
campus. They ask me if the school
is undergoing renovations. I say,
•No, it always looks this way!
Should I tell you about the ducks I
saw swimming in the •swamp• behind Dougall. Because maintenance
men flood the entire grounds about
twice a week (for reasons only
logical to the administration, I'm
surel), Kean College's Everglades
are frowned upon by visiting parents and prospective students.
So many th ings are done backwards at this college, I could write
a book on them. Did you and
everyone else consider the student's feelings when th is brilliant
idea was brought up for one wet
dorm? Do you know how many
separations there will bel My r ~
mate and I have been together for
three years. Unfortunately, she
won't be 21 until October. You
almost split us up, Oh Great
Administrator! I decided I wasn't
going to lose her and I moved out
of Burch Hall to live with my best
friend. I definitely know that I'm
not the only one who feels this
way. Two wet dorms was just fine

until you stuck your nose in and
caused all of this. Yes, I'm disgusted and furious that you take it
upon yourself to live the lives of
every resident student. I feel sorry
for you ...you don't seem to have
anything else better to do.
THINKll Think about all of the
consequences. Believe me, the cons
outweigh the pros, and I can't think

ofanyprostothissituation. You 're
also pushing more people to drive
off campus and drink, too. But of
course, you didn't think of that
Well, I did. The noise, the destruction of one building, and the friendships being split up are my concerns. Get you r head out of your
shoes and think about it!
Rhonda Ruch

Please submit all Letters to The Editor in CC 119.
All submissions must be typed, double-spaced and
accompanied by a name and phone#. Name will be
withheld upon request. Phone # must be included
for verification and authenticity. Letters submitted
without name and phone#, or without being typed,
will not be published.
'
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Commentary,
Keen on Kean

ByMannyCantof

Our College Presid~nt - Worthy of Tribute
The last 20 years has been the ganing for college faculty, he s~ys.
period of the most vibrant growth But his philosophy favors what he
of Kean College. Dr. Nathan Weiss terms "collaberative• bargaining,
has been president of the College not adversarial. He feels there are
for those 20 years. The two facts many areas in which union and
are closely inter-related.
administration can work together,
What is now Kean College citing the challenge grant as an
' moved to Union from Newark in example. And there are other ar1958, as Newark State College. eas where they can agree to disFrom 193 7 to 1957 it had been the agree, mainly retention and proN.J. State Teachers College. Be- motion. Dr. Weiss' belief is that,
fore that, from 1912 to 1937, it as head of the institution, he has to
was a State Normal School, gradu- represent all the various constitually raising requirements from one encies of the College and be reyear daily attendance to three in sponsive to them. His vision of
1928. In 1934 it became a four- himself is that of a conciliator, a
year college granting a Bachelor of
Science in Education. The student
body then numbered 500. The
genesis of Kean College actually
was in 1855 when the Newark
Board of Education first established
Newark Normal School. As you
By John T. Russell II/
see from this history, this college
Many students have been conwas totally a teacher education cerned about the attitude expressed,
institution.
and content of Lillian Trzesinski
Dr. Weiss had been a member and James Murphy's "WKNJ's
of the Political Science faculty for Administrative Outlook." Some feel
eight years before he became Presi- that they have over-stepped their
dent, serving for a time as Depart- boundaries by pulling out songs
ment Chairperson. He became that may comply with FCC regul aActing-President in May, 1969, and tions but contain subject matter
was named President on the rec- that they feel is offensive. Although
ommendation of the search com- I am dismayed about their activimittee. The mandate of the Board ties, what we must begin to realize
of Trustees to the new College is that this is only one symptom of
head was to transform the institu- a censorship trend that has taken
tion, its curriculum, its physical root within our country.
plant, its faculty and staff, into a
Lillian and James are quite
multi-purpose college. In 1973, correct in that legally there is nothaher two years of deliberation, this ing that the students can do to
institution became Kean College undermine their control and cenof New )ersey. Its present enroll- sorship of the station. In the sixties
ment is more than 13,000.
there would have been an arsenal
It is the successful fulfillment of politicians in the state governof this transition that gives Dr. ment who would have fought
Weiss most satisfaction. There is against them, but now everyone is
no objective observer who could afraid of being labeled as racist,
challenge his right to feel very anti-semetic, sexist, or homosexproud of this considerable accom- ual. What the public doesn't seem
to understand is that if any group,
plishment.
legally or indirectly, loses their
Another development of which
ability to communicate their beDr. Weiss is proudest is the reputaliefs then this may eventually lead
tion Kean College has earned as
to the censorship of all new ideas.
the New Jersey State College with
I agree that it is very noble to
the most diverse composition, with
the best record for human relations with and among the students,
staff and faculty. This College
Administration, under his steward. ship, with important state assisBy Donna Carr
tance, has recognized the demoWell fellow commuters, it
graphic changes under way, and
finally happened. All Garden State
has developed strategies to meet Parkway drivers are forced to pay
the learning needs of the new crop a toll of 35¢ instead of the previous
of students: My own strong opin25¢. Being that I am a Kean Colion is that this is a valid estimate,
lege student, a commuter and a
that Kean College is in the front
present GSP driver, I am not too
ranks of colleges struggling with
happy with this increase.
these problems so crucial to the
As a result of this 10¢ increase
future of our country. Included is
in tolls, I am spending close to
the continuing effort, and some $30.00 a month just to travel
advances, in the fulfillment of the approximately 5 miles on the GSP.
affirmative action goalsl for staff
There is an option to paying
and faculty.
this 35¢ toll. Drivers may use a
The purchase of Pingry prop- token, but it still costs you money
erty (East Campus) brought great and it doesn't save you much.
Where is all of this money going
satisfaction to Dr. Weiss. He feels
it went a long way to meet serious to? One might think that with so
weaknesses in recreational and many drivers using the GSP, there
education facilities. As renovations wouldn't be a need for an increase
are completed, he predicts that in tolls. Guess again! It looks like
more and more activity will take the tolls will be around for a long
time.
place there.
So, what can a present GSP
It was important, I thought, to driver do? Can you complain?
probe the President's attitude Yes. Will it make a difference?
towards serious differences that Probably not, but that hasn't stopped
have surfaced among the faculty. anyone before, and it certainly is
Dr. Weiss said he was "saddened" not going to stop me. Besides, we
thatthesedifferences had not been all have opinions and the right to
resolved and that factions had express them.
developed with harmful conseTherefore, what is it going to be
quences to the college atmosphere. fellow GSP commuters? Should
He feels there were "rights and we fight or start using the New
wrongs• on all sides.
Jersey Turnpike? The decision is
He believes in collective bar- ours.

persuader.
I solicited Dr. Weiss' reaction
to an allegation by some professors that he had neglected scholarship as a prime qualification in
hiring faculty. His response was
that he regarded the mission of
Kean College to be a top-flight
teaching institution, not a center
for national research. Therefore he
gave primacy in hiring to the applicants whose record showed
capacity to give top instruction. I
might comment that there are
scholarly faculty at Kean, and I

spoken heads of private colleges
always found that capacity served
and universities. I was never fully
to enhance, not impede, the qualconvinced.
ity of their teaching.
In my own experience with Dr.
Dr. Weiss told me some excitWeiss over the last decade, he
ing stories about the mood and
always was most responsive, willactions of the students at Kean,
ing to listen, and offered helpful • and his own role, in 1969 at the
advice and suggestions. I was
height of the student unrest of that
sometimes impatient with his reperiod. I think that's a bit of our
luctance to take a public stand on
history worth re-telling. Dr. Weiss
some issues to which I felt he
also explained the new, interestshould lend his prestige and influing, and important new responsience. He explained that his posibility he will be undertaking in
tion as president of a state college
September. We'll hold these items
placed restraints on him that were
for next week's column, the last of
not incumbent on other more outthe semester.

New America: Free Speech Fading

Commuters Disdain
Toll Hike

lead the fight against racism, antisemetism, and sexism. Personally,
I find homosexuality very disgusting; but in order to maintain our
own free speech and expression,
we must protect everyone's rights
without any exception. As long as
an individual obeys our society's

laws, they should be at least given
the dignity that only open minds
can offer. If the mass media is to be
controlled by a "moralistic minority" then we may see the rise of
another Hitler within our lifetime.
Remember, that we cannot

blame Lillian Trzesinski, James
Murphy, or our politicians for this
new censorship trend; it is ourselves that allowed them their
power. America can only be free
from their tyranny when individually we are willing to stand up for
the rights of all people.

For What A Picture Is Worth

There is nothing humane about a back-alley abortion.

Letters
An Issue of Religious Freedon1:

.
Dear Edi~or,
" The creation of and the pus~for
a c?,~moncoreofvaluescumcu- •
lum 1s the most open and bl?~ant
attemptonthe partotthepoht1cal
state.to turn the P~,bl1c school system i~to th~ n~~ Church of ~ngland. For md1v1duals at the highest level of government u nd er~ nd
that whoever controls the rel1g1on
or values of ~ef ~eople ~on~ols
th e gove~men
e
e. rf rie
cannot a~e a c1t1zen c ee u y
o~ey the d_1ctates of the state and
willingly kil I on behalfof the state
u~!ess ~he value structure of the
c1t1ze~ is shaped ~nd molded for
that kmd of behavior.
The real agenda or the hidden
agenda for a "common core of
values curriculum" was partially
revealed by Gov. Kean and Education Commissioner Cooperman
at a news conference held on April
4, 1989. The first concern of this
agenda is to instill in students a
sense of civic responsibility in terms
of acknowledgment of authority,
justice, and patri~tis~. lnteres!ingly enough, April 4, 1s the anni-

°.. peoh

versary date of the assassination of Orally and on paper, this stateMartin Luther King,Jr. King placed ment was presented to THE ADVIthe authority of God over the au- SORY COUNCIL ON DEVELOPthority of the state, he broke the ING CHARACTER AND VALUES
lawsofthestatethatwentcontrary IN NEW JERSEY STUDENTS (12to the laws of God, and he came 13-88) and to the N.J. STATE
out against Americans .killing in BOARD OF EDUCATION (12-14Vietnam. And the question in my 88). The statement on paper was
mind is this,• 'Are the people who hand-delivered to the governor's
are responsible for the assassina- office and all members of the state
tion of Martin Luther King, Jr. of legislature in mid-December of
the same group of people that are 1988.
responsible for the creation of and
The entire issue is first and forethe push for a 'common core of most one of religious freedom under
values curriculum'?"
the First Amendment. The killing
In a statement condemning "the of Martin Luther King; Jr. marked
common core of values curricu- theunderstandingthatgenuinerelum" as a violation of the religion ligious freedom does not exist within
clause of the First Amendment, I this Nation. King's death undercalled for the creation of a four- scored the notion that you are free
point bill of rights concerning the to say anything you want in this
free exercise of religion in public Country, as long as no one listens.
education under the First Amend- And finally, you are free to attend
ment. Under the common core of any church of your choice, bevalues approach, the state gives to ~use what goes <>!1 in every church
Johnny and Marythemeaningand 1s carefully mon~tored and conapplication of patriotism and hon- trolled at the highest levels of
esty. Under the 4-point bill of rights government.
approach, Johnny and Mary spell
Sincerely,
out their own meaning and appliRay Kalainikas
cation of patriotism and honesty.
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"BOW I IIADE 818,000
FOR COLLEGE ·

BY WO-ING WEEKENDS."
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds UJ? to $18,000-or more
-for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.

*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam : 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey : 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

r--------------------,
MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
~=------------ □ M D F'
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Carnival A Sogg Success-By Denise Curtiss
It began on April 27 and ended
on April 30. Yes, the Kean College
Spri ngfestCarnival has once again
come to the Vaughn-Eames parking lot.
Thursdayn ightand Fridaywere
beautiful days to attend, yet Saturday it rained and Sunday was not
too nice either (it was still nicer
than Saturday). I decided to go on
the wet day. More people were
there than I expected. There were
lots of small ch ildren with thei r
parents. Heads were dampened
but not the spirits of the peopl e
w ho were the re.
There were many rides in such
a small a mo unt of space. The
carnival included rides such as
Discotheq ue, Ti lt-a-Wh irl, Gravitron, Scramb le r, and, of cou rse, a
merry-go-round. There were nu-

Judi Slee, Tara Rush, Diane Harvey, Amy Ross, sisters of EBX,
working their wheel.
merous non-mechanically operated
am usemen ts there also. There was
a 'H illbilly' funhouse, a mirror/

glass house, and a gigantic airfilled giraffe.
Many of the frate rn ities and sororities we re involved w iththe fai r.
They had booths with betting wheels
and different kinds of prizes to
win . Some of the booths had
stuffed animals wh ile others had
electrical appliances. The most
favored game was the dunking
booth. I felt awful for the gi rl who
w as getting dunked (she was freezing to death).
The fai r also had the regular
foods to eat: cotton candy, caramel apples, ice cream, Ital ian sausage sandwiches and the like (I
personally chowed down on the

Going down!!!

sausage).

Frank Scannucchio and Debbie Herr going for a spin.

Last Nights Ladies:
Music To Remember
A concert by the Kean College
Women's Chorus and members of
the Chamber Ensemble was held
last night in the Little Theatre. The
Women's chorus presented a variety of styles performed by the
contemporary Swingles Singers. The
group also premiered a work by
Dr. Michael F. Montgomery, conductor of the Chorus, entitled ..."to
Earthward", based upon a poem

by Walt Whitman and featuring
Dr. W. Ted Hoyle, Chairperson of
the Music Department, as cello
soloist.
The Chamber Music Ensemble
under the direction of Dr. Ted
Hoy.le performed works by Faure,
Telemann, and Bolling. The Bolling
work was of particular interest as it
is one of the few works utilizing a
jazz idiom.

Spend New Year's Eve
1990 in London
The English Department will
sponsor its sixteenth annua) midsemester tour "British Literature at
It's Source" December 26, 1989-January 18, 1990 under the supervision of Professor Sidney Krueger.
The 18 day literary tour will include three days in Edinburgh,
Scotland and three days in York.
Day trips and lectures related
to British writers have been scheduled. Among these are a lecture on
Robert Louis Stevenson, Robert
Burns and Sir Walter Scott (who
spent many years writing in Edinburgh, Scotland's beautiful capital city); a walking tour of Bath,
mentioned in Jane Austen's novels; a lecture on Samuel Pepys at
Cambridge University; a walking
tour of the city of Rochester associated with Charles Dickens; and
a day trip to Haworth, home of the
famous Bronte sisters.
The estimated cost at this t ime
is $1545. The rate is subject to
change based on an airfare increase and currency fluctuation.
Included in the fee is:
Lodging and continental breakfasts at the Tavistock Hotel in
London and full English breakfasts

in Edinburgh and York.
Transporation to and from
Gatwick Airport in London.
A two week Brit Rail pass for
unlimited travel in England, Scotland andWalesand tickets to plays
in Ed inburgh and York.
Students will have ample free
time for independent sighseeing
and travel throughout Great Britain at no extra cost with the Brit
Rail Pass. Westminster Abbey, the
Tower of London, St. Pau I's Cathedral, Speaker's Corner, in Hyde
Park, and Petticoat Lane (one of
the oldest flea markets abroad) are
but a few of the noted places of
interest in London. Evenings are
free to attend the inexpensive
London theatres, concerts, ballet
and opera.
If you are interested in the MidSemester Literary Tour, speak or
write to Professor Sidney Krueger,
English Department, Kean College,
Union, N.J. 07083 or phone the
English Department for information at 527-2298 or 527-2092-3.
An orientation meeting will be announced in September.

The carnival was a lot of fun.
All you had to do was stay in good
cheer, even on the most blustery
days. People were laughing and
singing, having a very good time
despite the weather.

GiddyUplll

Intercultural Festival spreads Important Message
By Vikki Morrocco
There was a warm feeling
amongst the people who gathered
in Downs Hall to participate in the
lntercultural Festival. People of all
ages, nationalities and color came
together as one to enjoy the different customs from around the world.
People filled their tummies from
a variety of recipes which were
served buffet style. The fried
dumplings from China and the beans
with rice from India were two recipes I enjoyed.
The entertainment included
singing, fashion shows and a
numerous amount of rel igious
dances.

in black and white leather trench shared on staiSe next. Five women
coats hypnotized the crowd as they dressed in bright blue and hot red
walked onto the stage in beat to costumes danced to the high enthe popular song, "In the Air To- ergy song, "Hot, Hot, Hot• and it
night" by Collins. A third man was just that!
dressed in a Californian suit played
The IG (International Group)
the role of Don Johnson who evenworked hard all year to produce
tually shot the two bad guys with
the festival. The choreography was
his .38 Magnum.
I must say that the women from' precise, organized and most of all
India wore the most beautiful and entertaining. Underlying the lightcolorful silk dresses I've even seen. heartedness of the entertainers was
In India it is a part of their custom a serious message thi3t they were
to perform a dance on a religious trying to express; "Be proud of who
or joyous holiday. Everyone in you are and where you come from.•
Many of these countries are
Downs Hall on this night was lucky
enough to view one of these dances still fighting for their freedom
performed by fou r Indian women . because they know that everyone
Ta lent from the Carribbean was has the right to be free.

The fashion show by Haiti revealed clothing comfortable encugh to wear in a warm cl imate.
Safari jumpsuits were the "in" thing
to wear along with a fashionabl e
straw hat. For the man going out
on the town, nothing but a chic
blazer with pleated pants and
expensive snake skin shoes would
do.
Next on stage was a dramatization of Miami Vice starring th ree
male Jamaicans. Two men dressed

College Students:
FUNDS
are now available for your
EDUCATION
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING

Resumes, Papers and Theses
Professionally Typed and Printed

Scholarships*, Fellowships*, Grants*

• R~sum~sandpapersare printed onhighqualitypaper
using state-of-the-art laser printers.
• Several types of paper are available, each carefuly
selected for ft's spec!ic texture, weighl and color.
• Spelling and punctuation a"' checked.
• Free disk storage is available for fU11Jre revisions.
1Wsum'5:
• Acomplete set of typefaces are available for creating
a 'bok' ranging from avante-garde to Wall Stmet.
• Mailing lists can be generated for individualized cover
loners and address labels.

Papers:
• Complete sets of plblishing typefaces are lAilizod for
properly displaying text, footnotes, bbliographies,
indexes and graphs.
• Mathematical formulas are properly displayed.

YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
regardless of financial status or academic performance.

.

•

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

,. {Mi r

·f~:l.}_~

~-,.s~

!J 1-800-283-8328

A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION

*These funds DO NOT require reimbursement

Frodo Enterprises
Union, NJ • (201) 352·2963
1,,.

Ask lor Gary, if not in, pease leave message

. ' \ .,ACADEMIC FINANCIAL ADVISORY PROGRAM
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Los Angeles
$99 roundtrip

Phoemi
$99 roundtrzp

Denver
$99 roundtrzp

Seattle
$99 roundtrip

Miami
$99 roundtrip
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Chicago
$99 roundtrip

Aspecial offer for students,
Cardmembers.
only for American Express®
If you want to go places, it's time for the American

Express®Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor f ult-time
students who C£lrry the AmeriC£ln Express Card
Travel privileges that offer:
Two $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to many of
NORTI-IWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAl RLI NES
weM in the contiguous 48 United States.
LOOK TO us
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
SpecialQuarterly Northu£st Destination Disrounts
throughout 1989-up to 25%off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada-upon
®~

.

enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a-full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Grtting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone.Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you' re still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed bycertificate expiration date and may not be available between
~ cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routing;. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50) , Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).
SERVICES Certain blackout dates and other restrictions mayapply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
9
,.,, ,.,,_.,, e,......,.,.._,,, mail. © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
■
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There is Laughter around the Corner

Comedian Willie Asbury performing at Terminal D.

By Monica McNeil/ and
Jeffrey Carroll
Tuesday nights is a laugh a
minute at club Terminal "D". I was
privileged to experience a hilariousandentertainingevening. This
club is directed towards the mature crowd of 21 years old and
over. The club has a bar and grill.
The menu consists of scrumptous
seafood platters, juicy steaks, and
other delicious entrees that will
make your mouth water.
Black comedy is presented on
Tuesday nights. On February 28,
1989 the comedianTerry Hodges
was the host and comedians Willie Asbury and Aloso Jones "Bonzo"
were the Comedian menu. Mr.
Terry Hodges opened the evening
with a bang. He was quite humorous in his introduction. Mr.Willie
Asbury performed at Amateur Night

/'l,ofobyJeffCanoll

at the Apollo in the Fall of 1988.
He brought tears to my eyes as I
laughed hysterically. Alonso Jones
"Bonzo• shared a few of his original one liners.
There were two very special
guestsintheaudience. Mr. Sharpe
James, Mayor of Newark and a
regular customer of Terminal "D"
and Darreld Grant, a professional
football player of .t he Bengals.
The owner, jem Felton 111 and
Ron Hayman, manager, deserves
praise for a job well done. Terminal "D" is a black establishment so
the young and old can have a nice
and fun filled evening. Thursday
and Friday nights features live jazz
bands and club house music.
Terminal "D" is the place to be
fOf great music and comedy. It is
located at895 Frelinghuysen Avenue in Newark, NJ.

Black History Month Should Be
All Year Long: Rappers Speak Out
By Jeffrey Carroll .
Rapmusicforthepastfewyears
had taken the blame from the media
for a lot of the negative activities
that take place during and sometimes following the concerts. The
reason for a lot of this negative
hype that rap receives is because
of the outsiders who write the stories.
Recently, we, as African Americans all over this country, celebrated Black History Month. I am
proud to inform you that on March
3rd at the Strand Theater in Plainfield, NJ, there was a very positive
tribute to Black History Month from
some conscience rap musicians
and their companies. This role
model program featured the new
emerging rap group De La Soul,
and others like Omega One, Fresh
Finesse with L.A. and Positively
Black. Prince Kharique, the lead
rapper of Positively Black explained
how the entire concert was a cele-

bration of the rap groups and his
prod.u cer Mr. Paul Kyser. This was
an effort to bring positive knowledge to the surrounding community of the colors red, black and
green. Prince Kharique said that
hisgroup, Positively Black, is dedicated to these types of programs
which are enlighting as well as
they are entertaining. He said, "Black
History should be all year not just
congested into one month.• His
show is filled with positive messages which are intented to uplift
his generation and all who listen.
These types of efforts have to be
encouraged,, attended, and the artist
should be given their just credits.
This program showed that there
are not only groups dedicated to
consciousness participating but
groups like De La Soul who have
images of comical silliness still
understand that the situation of
African Americans call for the
involvement of everyone. So in the
spirit, true stories not histories.

Take a World
View

M.A., International Affairs

One year of academic
study with an on-site
United Nations component. Excellent computer
and library facilities,
campus housing, and a
nationally respected faculty.
For more information,
write or call Graduate
Admissions, Drew University,
Madison, NJ 07940-4000,
(201) 408-3110

DREW

Satire ·is Humorous
By Ken Alfone
Some time ago, an album was
presented to me for a review. I
was told that if I liked Led Zeppelin, Rush, and Squeeze, I would
love this band. Although I don't
particularly care for Squeeze, and
Led Zeppelin and Rush happen to
be two of my favorite bands, this
album from the band Satire did not
live up to what I hoped it would
be.
Right from the start of the album, the Zeppelin influences are
clearly noticeable in "Dreamy Eyes.•
This was one of the few songs on
the album that was good, moving,
and wpbeat. This song deals with
a guy and the girl of his dreams
that he still hasn't found. After
hearing thi, song, this is what J
would have expected from this
band. Apparently, after listening
further, I was led down the wrong

path.
"In Silence it Came", their single
from the album, reminds me of
sitting in mom's car in the early
seventies on the way to my uncle's
house. The one and onlythingthat
1likedaboutthissongistheexceptional acoustics, which is very rare
in today's music, with the exception of the new Guns N' Roses.
Also, I wouldn't advise flipping
the side unless you are really into
Freedom Rock keyboards.
The other upbeat song is "No

Help." This song is just as good as
"Dreamy Eyes• if not better. Unfortunately, those two songs were
the only songs I liked on the tape.
Now, there have been bands who
have sold many albums with only
one or two good songs, but I don't
think that this group of guys from
Chatham can do it with only these
two songs.
The remaining songs on the

---Etc.
By Christopher Burns
Trivia:

In the Star Trek episode "the
Devil in the Dark", what was the
alien made ofl
Last Week's Trivia Answer:
CCB doesn't know!
Quote of the Week:
"Wecan'ttouch ittill Monday.•
Joke of the Week:
Only two weeks left and many
of us haven't bought the books yeti
Gripe of the Week:

I make $40 a week working on
campus and it cost me $1 50 to
have my car towed home 45 miles
last weekend, It still isn't fixed.

Anyone know a cheap mechanicl
Chris' Comments:
"I'll worry about it tomorrow."
Guess what folks. It's tomorrow. Only fourteen days left and
then hello Jersey Shore, summer
jobs, summer school, or all of the
above.
It's time to dig out the books, or
borrow them or even buy them.
The bottom line is that it's time to
read them. Get over to the library
and find a good seat because in a
few days it's going to be worse
than trying to buy dinner at the .
pub at six thirty.
While we're all burning the
midnight oil making up work that
should havebeendoneweeksago,
try to remember al I the good ti mes

album consist of "Juliet•, "Lighten
Up", "Plastic People", "Cold World",
and"Start Again.• The band itself
has potential, provided they get
out of the basement. The production is top notch as well. With a
little time and a little more practice, Satire will get their break.
Until then, as it was once put, "If at
first you don't succeed, try, try
again.•

that got you into this predicament
in the first place.
Try to laugh about it instead of
crying. Who knows? Maybe our
professors will have as good a
sense of humor as we do when it
comes time to give out the grades.
If laughing about it doesn't he\p,
say a prayer, bring your teacher an

apple, and try finding a new place
to live before the report cards get
sent home to Mom and Dad.
Just remember that when the
#*@%@ is at its deepest, don't tell
yourself that you'll never goof off
again.
You said it last time ... and the
time before that. Empty promises
are like exploding boomerangs!
Ouchi

JUNE GRADS
BEGIN A CAREER IN CHILD/ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH

MENTAL HEALTH SPECIALISTS Ill & IV
These are ideal positions for those seeking '' hands on' · experience, supervision and training in Child/
Adolescent Mental Health. Full and Part Time positions are available with the Center's expancfed Child
and Adolescent Psychiatric Units in Piscataway and Ewing. NJ. We also have alimited numberof summer
positions available.

Apply now!

Join the Team of New Jersey·s most comprehensive clinical program for disturbed youth. Excellent State
benefits package and flexible hours available.
Salary range:
Specialist III -$18,400-$25,700
Specialist IV -$15,900-$22,200
Minimum Requirements:
Specialist Ill-College Degree
Specialist IV-Associate Degree

Experience may be substituted for degree. Applicants must have valid New Jersey Driver's License.
Please send resume to: Ms. Andrae Monroe-Green, Department of Human Resources,
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey-Community Mental Health
Center at Piscataway, (KC), 675 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854-5635.
The UMDNJ is an Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity Employer M/F/HN.
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Enjoying The Pressures of Time
Date(s)

Acts

Humble Pie
John Eddie
Head bangers
Ball
Warrant
5/10
Stray Cats
5/12
1
Foghat
5/18
6/2
Rod Stewart
6/11
Bon Jovi
6/23,24 Chteago,
Beach Boys
6/27
Who
6/29
Who
5/4
5/5
5/5-6

Place

On-Sale

FM Station, NJ
Stone Pony, NJ
Felt Forum, NYC

Now
Now
*Now

Studio 1, N.J.
The Ritz, N.Y.C.
FM Station, N.J.
Nassau Coti., NY
Giants Stadium, NJ
Meadowlands, NJ

Now
*Now
Now
*Now
*Now
Now

RCMH, NYC
Sold-Out
Giants Stadium, NJ Sold-Out
Key:

- • = Possible Sold-Out Event
R.C.M.H. = Radio City Music Hall

The WHO are coming to town tn June to open up their new
tour and they wil Ibe performing Tommy at Radio City Music
Hall on the 27th and they will be doing a standard concert
at Giants Stadium on the 29th. At this time both shows are
srnd-out. ..ThiswiH be the lastConcertCorneroftheyear and
I would like to take this opportunity to say have a great
summer and watch for all of the great shows that will be
heading this way.

By Tom Green
Hard work and dedication are
the main ingredients found in the
group, The Pressures of Time.
Honest-to-goodness, no frills rock
'n roll that will have you coming
back for more is the best way to
describe this talented trio.
They recently released an EP
entitled, Down In The Deep End,
which contains six original cutting-edge songs. I thought all of
the songs were very good and each
varied from the other, but my favorites were, •Left and Right" and
•Further Down The Line•.
· Formed back in 1985, these
guys all met and started playing
back in their elementary school ·
days. They are a k>cal band based
out of Union County and have
played all across the Garden State
in all kinds of pubs and clubs. The
band consists of: Christopher R.
Turner (Vocals, Guitars), Cory
Robinson (Bass, Vocals), and Brian
Clayton (D_rums, Vocals).
As far as their sound goes, I
don't reaHy like to compare one
band to another, but for familiarity
sake I would have to say there are

Pressures of Time just released a new EP called Down In the Deep
End.
hid.p._,,,,.,Fw l'lwto
shades of: REM, Cieorgia Satellites,TheRollingStones,andTom
Petty in their music. As for their
musical influences they were pretty
varied but generally range from
blues and country to alternative,
contemporary rock 'n roll.
The primary goal for the guys is
to have fun and play good music
and if money happens to come
their way they'll take it but they're
not out just to make money. They

take a lot of pride in their musical .
efforts and they only ask for an
honest break. As far as I'm concerned this is one of the best original unsigned bands to come along
in a while. So if you getthe opportunity to see these guys, do it because it will be money well spent.
Asfortheirschedulejustcheckout
the local venues because they're
bound to be playing in your area
sooner or later.

Get Ready For ... The Strikers

By Tom Green
For a new dimension in rock 'n
roll that adds that extra twist, check
out The Striken. Not only do they
play great music but you have a lot
of fun whether you're listening or
watching them.
.
They Just recently released a 12
song cassette/compact disc entitled,
Standing Room Only/ - wh-ich is
.
gu~ranteed to a"'!aze, ~st1fy, and
satisfy your. musical thirst ·. Some
of my favorite tracks are:"Stnkerbeat
USA!,• -Crook & Pits!•, a nd "Hot
Fudge Sundae Blues.•
However, I feel compelled to
warn you that what you will hear
is out of the ordinary to say the
least. The band even has a warning label on the back cover that
states, ''Surprises in this Album Evoke

Strong Resf.X>n.sesl Theref~re, THE
STRIKERS invite you. to Sit'SBack,
d
.BUCkle U pan d Exrnence: I tan~
nd
•~g ~oom Only! a
t~y ~e not
~•dd mg. In fact th e first tun~ 1
flistened
I toh'the album
h d I had pams
ram aug mg so ar ·
The band has been together for
th
d th
b d
n~ an NJ e;re ase
~ust of· A,vmdgsRonba, ·k· L ey Rcob-ns, o . n y u c , arry u
ack, Joanie Ruback, and Nicci Haze.
. k'm d
I as ke d th em t o d escn'b e the,r
of music and Joanie Ruback replied "It's Striker music a blending of good old rock 'n r~II. • Their
influences include a wide variety
ofmusicrangingfromthebigband
era to swing to country western to
contemporary rock 'n roll. Each
member of the band is an equal
contributor and they are all multi-

7rr~~

talented.
.
A person h as n·ot fu II y e~n.
encedTheStrikersuntiltheytiave
seen them live. Not only do they
sound incredible but they also have
a g reat sta ge sh ow th a t me
. Iu d es
magic tricks and other special sur•
S 'f
,
• k d · d
prises. o I you re s,c an t, re
of the same old music why not
give a try to The Striker's, Standing
R
O I ! 8
·
oomh n .Y beel~au~ you JUSt
gotta ear 1t to
,eve ,ti

Their cassette and compact disc
are available in the following locations: Sam Goody (Willowbrook
Mall), Wall to Wall Sound & video
(Livingston and Rockaway Malls),

Alwilk Records (Livingston and
Morris County Malls), Music Staff
(Westfield), and Crazy Rhythm
Records (Montclair).

-

THE LARGEST RETAIL CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH DEALER IN THE U.S.!

We're Wakefern Food Corporation, the nation's leading retailerowned cooperative, and the wholesale distribution and
merchandising arm for ShopAite Supermakets. With the rapid
addition of new supermarkets and warehouses, a solid financial
picture, and our high standards of excellence, we're 'the logical
choice' for college students on the move.

Summer
Warehouse Workers
We have immediate summer employment opportunities available
for Warehouse Workers in our Elizabeth Distribution Center,
where you'll work in a professional environment for one of New
Jersey's largest employers.

••
ATTENTION:
••
••• LICCARDI NIOTORS LEASING
•••
COLLEGE GRADS!
••
SPECIAL LEASE TERMS AVAILABLE!
••
•• 1) NO MONEY DOWN!
•• 2) NO COSIGNER REQUIRED!
••
~) ~~. Jr ~
••• 3) PREFERRED RATE!
IF YOU'RE ABOUT
GRADUATE OR
••• Over 1500 Cars To Choose From 1 ,/ TOHAVE
IN THE PAST
••
YEAR CALL US.
••
SUNDANCE
••
GET $400! Lease Only:
••
••
$168
••
••
••
•• 'Price includes ~~ght, tronsporttmon,~ip~ng,~ler prepomtioo and other cosll lo be wne by aconsn, exce!i fo. licen~ng com, regislration fees,and loxes and

-

11 ·~

·,, ~

!- ~

1

0

;;

0

:

All Shifts Available

Apply In person:
Monday-Friday • 9 am to 4 pm
Labor Relations Employment Office
Post 2 - Dowd Avenue, Elizabeth, New Jersey

Any qualifying student/groduoie is

eligible for on allowance of $400
towards the purchase of onr.
Chrysler-Plymouth ~ ideJ you don t
hoW! a certificole, come in for deioils!

=

___
ef_e,71
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H

•

2 dr. liltback, w/std : 4 cyl , 2.2 lit., p/s/6,
sprt strng whl. , del. wiper, 6kt. sts. Opt.
incl : r/aelr, AM/ FM stereo w/ 4 spkrs,
full console , oulo , t/ gloss , air .
VIN622747. #1476 . One in stock. MSRP
$10,589.Price includes $750 rebate.

Up To $7.50 Per Hour
Plus Shift Differential

ve

'

·

relle:ts

applied rebates wliere applimble. ~se prices are baied on 60 rros. dosed-eid l~se wi~ 15K rm/yr and 8¢per rri.Ole'age v.,11, no mooey ~ pus sec.dep.equal to 1lo 2
• poyrrenh. f11 Xllol, mu~ply payirent by /A. Mfo- deoils. ~to~~ ~~ines !he car in~isad rroy be so~ prior to publicatioo. This ad su~ all ~ous ads. Not
• responsib~ ~r types or omssions.

:

••
••
••
•

CHRYSUll •PLYMOUTH• PEUGEOT

RT. 22 WEST, GREEN BROO§ NJ.

C

THE LEASING
PROFESSIONALS

••
••

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•••
•••
••
••
••
•••
•••
••
••
I

•
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Elvis Is Alive!! - And living in
Washington D.C. He also lives
under the names - Elkton and Eluis

So Tony and Laurie - Whose attention are you trying to attract? Why
don't you just confront them!

Angie L. - Saturday night was fun!
I never knew lemonade could taste
so good! Don't forget to come to
class today- pudl Janine M. (Snuff)

Dude - Here's to all those obvious
hints, smoke in your eyes, skinny
dipping, dares, a shared sleeping
bag and pillow, those obnoxious
shorts and not to mention Hey Hey
Paula .. . Guess Who

Jen - Here's your personal! Are
you happy? If not don't worry. I
love seeing you every Monday
morning, you make my week! Lets
go to the diner. Janine
Hi Cyndi - Love, Janine
Janine-Washington will never be
the same and it's all your fault.
Next time you drive and I'll show
you where my uncle lives (it's off
tb the shore we go). Your Breakfast Buddy, John

Honeybear - Happy 21st Birthday
totheworld'sbestboyfriend. Love
always and forever, Babycakes
Honeybear - This week is your
lucky week, you get 2 personals
(you owe me one). Happy 1 5
month Anniversary. I love you
very much. Babycakes
Maribel - I hope you had fun on
your birthday. I love you baby,
Ronny
Mr. C. - These past months f.ave
been the best. We can only get
better with time. Remember, I'm
forever your girl! Ms. Fig
lim King at R.S.I. - Come and run
away with me to Hawaii. True,
there are no Magic Fountains, but
they have the meanest coconut
bars! Karen Salay-King

Kar - 3 more weeks "til summer!
Wildwood here we come!
Chicken and Potatoes - So we had
to get towed home. I still had a
wonderful time partying with Jim
and Carol. Let's do it again real
soon! Sorry about your blanket!
Love Ya, The Wet Medicine Man
Krug, Eddie, and Big R - !'II never
forgive you guys if you jump ship.
Don't leave me! Featureman

I saw Abercrombie having sex with
the phone cord last week!
Killer - Hope you're looking forward to the Prom. I am - Iwouldn't
wantto be there with anyone else!!
Love, John

Melissa - Watch out for cats with
yellow glowing eyes (only kidding). So how about that paper
thin pizza, was that really extra
cheese?? Thanx for the sno-cone
even if it fell on the ground. Love,
Tom
Lisa D., Leslie L., and Joe T. Remember Annie could be lying
on an electrical wire. If worse
comes to worse we'll look for a
different line of work. Good luck
on both tests. Love, The Quiet
Classmate
Maddog- We'll definitely have to
do a four hour show one of these
days. I think it would be a blast!
So what were you saying about
New Providence?? Ha-ha. The
Guy Before You

Cindy- Thanks for our last minute
date. YOU were a better 1.0. date
than whoever I was supposed .t o
take in the first place! By the way,
who was that? No friend of mine!
Doug
Frank - Congrats on Brother of the
Year, you thief! Ha-ha. Yours in
Brotherhood, The Most Happenin'
Bro
Eileen - Great way to end a friendship! I ought to have more "True"
Friends like you! I had a greattime
at my 1.0. Without you! Whatever you were doing, it didn't phase
me a bit!
Congratulations New and Finally
Inducted Brothers of Nu Delta Pi!
- You did a kick ass job at the 1.0.
In Brotherhood Forever, The Pres.
and The Vice Pres!
To The Gang In The Booth 'Where's The Thunderrn• The Cast
To The Cast of GODSPELL - "So
Long!" Love, Terri, Micah, Angela,
and Larissa
A New Concept for GODSPELU "Yes .. Yes.. Yesll" Thanks Bill!

Lorraine - Thanks for asking me,
sweetheart! I told you we'd have
tons of fun, it was the best night of
my life! Love always, Doug P.S.
Sorry for the Italian guys joke, I
think.

To Baby Maurice - Loved the way
you worked the room! See ya at
Catch A Rising Star. Truth and
justice, the American way. Love,
Terri, Angela, Micah, and Larissa

Wanted - Male, about 24 years
old, hazel eyes, brown hair, drives
a blue Supra, strikingly handsome,
and modest! Check at your local
bank!

Maureen - The wizard is never
wrong (or absent). Woubie's class
rules. Watch out for bull he just
might get you. Never forget all the
great memories. Happy Birthday.
Love always, Christine

Richard - You are wrong. I won't
need a new outfit, but a new handbag. And you thought you knew
me so well! Linda
Skull whaH You talking to me?
Well, Skill F___ You! Mosh!
Evil - Classes almost over, graduation near, you're greeting every
newcomer filling them with fear.
Keep in touch w/fBS, keep on
kickin' butt, for living without sickness is an awful rut. Your loyal
Butler
Matt? Kevin? Ed? - C'mon - Mary?
Chris? Hey, Hiccup! - Is someone
gonna help me fin - Hiccup! - Finish this bottle of J.D., I gotta Hiccup! - get down this mountain
somehow. T-Man

The INDEPENDENT is waiting for YOU to
sign up to be part of our Fall '89 Staff.
We have openings in al I our departments,
News, Features, Sports, Graphics, Photography and morel
Why not share your talents with the Kean
Community by working with the INDEPENDENT?
Just come into our office in CC115 and let
us know that YOU want to help.
You can fill out an application, or just ask
questions about what we do and leave your
name and phone number.
Working for the INDEPENDENT is a great
way to make friends and get the inside
"scoop" on what's happening at Kean. We
also offer yaluable media experience that
will benefit ·anyone's resume.
So why not give it a try? Our office is at
CC115 in the College Center. We' II be
waiting!
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Nu Delta Pi - Congratulations on
TAKING It All out of Greek Olympics '89 !I We gave it our best and
it was well deserved! We're #1 !!
Yin B, King
Maddog - Tough luck on the car, I
hope she was good looking at least!
Can't wait for the next Sack Block!
Aaaaaaooooool Sack
Independent Staff, Chris Bums Thanks for the opportunity to write
fer you! It was tiring but fun .
Doug Dale
To Kathy - Thanks for letting me
cry on your shoulder. I really
needed it. Love ya, The Skank
To The Skanks in 303 - You guys
are the best! I'm glad I got to know
you guys better. Thanks for the
good times! Love ya, The Skank
P.S. They grow me on a Cuban
Sugar Cane Plantation
Phyllis and Bob - Happy 27th Anniversary! We love you very much!
Love, Karin and Colleen
Carolyn - Do you mind if I clear
my throat. .. You know like...
Kell - Let's do dinner. It's been a
long time, I miss your company!
Love ya, C.
Leslie L., Tom G., and Joe T. Well we made it this far. Best of
luck on Saturday and Tuesday. love,
The Lady In Red
Jim - We think you are a nice guy
and well-suited for Lisa. We support you 100 percent! Believe it!
Her Friends

To The Newly Elected Independent Staff - Good luck next year! I
know you guys will do a great job.
Just remerrber to keep a good supply
of Rolaids and Tums around the
office. Your Loving Editors
Scott K - Thanks for being such a
great boss! Don't worry I'll beat
you in a game of trivia yet. Have a
great summer, see you in September! Melissagale
To Our King - Will you please
dance for us? Have a great summer, hurry back next fall! Love,
your pixies
Rho Sigma Chi - Iota, Kappa and
Lambda's one more day and you're
gonna find out what a REAL party
is like!
Tom - Good luck on Sat. I know
you can do it!
Smurf Juice Rules!!!
* * * * * *

The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fas hi on. The paper
disavows personals that do not
spec ifi ca ll y name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibi lity for whatever inferences
readers make. No Personals with 35
words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's
,1ame and phone #. Without either

of these, the personal will not run.

Weekly Crossword Puzzle
Last Week's Solution

ACROSS
1 Collect
6 Highways
11 Having definable limits
12 Weirder
14 Teutonic deity
15 Tardier
17 Site ofTaj
Mahal
18 Wine cup
20 Repulse
22 Dry, as wine
23 Unusual
25 Downy duck
27 Compass point
28 Trap
30 Concealed
32 Affection
34 Bristle

COUEGE PRESS SERVICE

35 Scholar
38 Liquid measure
41 Agave plant
42 Mistake
44 Danish island
45 Skill
47 Domesticated
49 Follows Fri.
50 Biblical weed
52 Wheel teeth
54 Therefore
55 Esculent
57 Wanderer
59 Lay in surrounding matter
60 Secret agents

DOWN
1 Aviator
2 Symbol for
manganese

3 Be sick
4 Heavenly body
5 Mediterranean
vessel
6 Altar screen

7 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
8 Macaw
9 Excavates
10 Calm
11 Is afraid of
13 Sped
16 Heroic in scale
19 Babylonian
abode of dead
21 Smooth
24 Wear away
26 Nerve networks
29 Turn inside out
31 Evaluates
33 Angered
35 Declare
36 Angry outburst
37 Heavy volume
39 Wipes out
40 Moving part
of motor
43 Raises
46 Decorate
48 Let fall
51 Recede
53 Capuchin
monkey
56 French article
58 Coroner: abbr.

·
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AA Meeting

•

Every Tuesday at 1:40 p.m.
Call Hotline for location at
527-2330 or 527-2360
Catholic Mass
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WHAT ARE YOU RECEIVING
IN FINANCIAL AID FOR 1989-90?
AWARDS WEEK MAY 1-5
Students who have submitted all requ ired
forms to the Financial Aid Office may
come in, by appointment, to have awards
processed for the 1989-90 academic year.

Every Sunday

7 p.m. Downs Hall

Sponsored by:
Catho lic Student Org.

Room B

ENRICH YOUR EDUCATION
and

GAIN PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
through a

WASHINGTON, D.C. INTERNSHIP

KEAN CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
MEETING
EVERY TUESDAY AT 1:40 PM
IN ROOM J-135. (I.V.C.F.)

in

ALL MAJOR FIELDS
and

APPLICATIONS FOR:

CAREER AREAS
THE WASHINGTON CENTER

SUMMER '89 FINANCIAL AID

1101 Fourteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)-289-8680

HONOR SCHOLARSHIP '89-90

All faculty and students are invited to seek further information on this credit earning full semester or swnmer
program, including the possibility of tuition waivers, from Dr. Howard Rubin (T-115; 527-2413).

FOREIGN STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP '89-'90
NOW AVAILABLE IN THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE.

The Division of Student Services Presents

INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS

The Kean College Chapter, Phi

(You know About The Birds and The Bees --Now Don't Get Stung!)

Alpha Theta Alpha Omega, will

Dr. JORpb S. Darden, Jr., Dept. or Health and Recreadon

hold its annual initiation and

TUESDAY, MAY 9, 1989

dinner on May 8, 1989 in Downs

Hall starting at 6:30 P.M. Your
12:30 P.M. until 2:30 P.M. Quiet Zone of Whiteman Hall (All ages welcome) inquiries will be most welcome.
Refreshmeau

Free Gifts to the First 100 Partldpants

527-2168 (History Department)

ASCENSION THURSDAY
MASS
MAY 4, 1919

YEARBOOK

ALUMNI LOUNGE
12:00PM

presents:

Spomored By: Catholic Student Org.

''TAKE YOUR

Don't Miss This Opportunity to Earn Credit for Summer Stock!!

OWN MUG''

. The Kean Summer Studio Theatre will now be offered for your choice of .5 credits,
1 credit, 3 credits, or 6 credits. The Summer Studio Theatre is a training summer
. stock for anyone of high school or college age and would also be appropriate for
the high school teacher who wants to stay abreast of current trends in theatre. The
course is an intensive 6-week s~ion of the summer stock experience, including the
mounting of two full productions. Instruction is tailored to the individual students
and the work is very practical. Previous seasons have included "The Fifth of July",
"Baby", "Lovers", and "Marry Me A Little." This summer the titles under consideration include "The Rainmaker", "Stepping Out", "Nonsense", "The Fantasticks", "Equus", "Working" ... Audition/interview is required for admission to
course.
For information, please contact Artistic Director, Holly Rhoades - 527-2349.
Summer Session dates are: June 26 - August 3. Auditions will be held April 25th
at 6:00 in Vaughn-Eames 118 at Kean College. For appointments, call 527-2349.

ARE YOU CRAZY ENOUGH TO POSE
FOR YOUR OWN CANDID PICTURE???

DATES: MAY 4 9:00 AM TO 1:30 PM

and
MAY 8 8:00 AM TO 1:30 PM
outside the College Center.
If it rains, Memorabilia bulletin board,

outside of Little Theatre.
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CLASSIFIEDS- - .--campus lntramurals-....
--·

19" GE Color TV
Purchased in 19F.2 for $359,
asking $125, Call ·1 1m 527-'22.77
between9:00a.m--11 :00a.m.

FOUND
Car Registration. If you ca n
identify, call Dana at 355-7239.

FOUND
14k Name Chain. Call 233-2872
after 6:00 p.m.

DEPENDABLE INDIVIDUAL
WANTED-Wholesale manufacturing Business. No Sales. Very
Flexible Hours Linden Area $9/
HR Call J. Suliga 862-3206

PART TIME JOB

'

MAY 4, 1989

Deliveries, shipping, office
cleanup, flexible hours. Must
work Saturdays, must have car,
must have references. 9641536, ask for Camille.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS
Contemporary N.J. Girls' Resident Camp Seeks Qualified
Staff Who Enjoys Children And
The Outdoors. Specialists Also
Needed: Gymnastics, Mime,
Karate, Drama, Video, A& C,
Dance, Sailing Call (201) 2323236.

Women's Six-way fashion
sock in assorted colors. $5.95
a pair or 2 pair for $10.00. Call
Vincent, 744-4667.

$$$ Ride needed again
urgently from Roselle Park to
Kean College during summer
session at 7:45 a.m. Please
call Jeanne Major, 527-2357.
Thank you .

FOR SALE!!

CAR FOR SALE!
1980 Pontiac LeMans Station
Wagon in good running condition. $450 or best offer. Call
233-8404.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW IN THE RECREATIONAL SPORTS
OFFICE, EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 122.
AQUATIC AEROBICS NOW BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS POOL
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
5:30 PM - 6:30 P.M.

Men's and Women's Sauna

Employment Opportunities
Available in the exciting field
of Automotive Retailing. Justus Buick, 880 Bloomfield Ave.,
West Caldwell. (201 )-226-7878

From 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs.

ADOPTION
LOVING COUPLE WISH TO
SHARESECUREHOMEAND
ALL ADVANTAGES WITH
INFANT UP TO 3 MONTHS
ALL MEDICAL EXPENSES
PAID CONFIDENTIAL CALL
201 -647-2472 COLLECT
AFTER 6 PM AND ON WEEKENDS

Counselors (Male)
Group Leaders,
Athletic Specialists:
Positions available at coed
Pocono Mt. sleepaway camp
to work with 11 -14 year olds.
WORD PROCESSING
Term papers? Reports? Resu- Supervise campers, plan promes/cover letters? WE CAN grams, Excellent salary. For
HELP! Satisfaction guaranteed. information call Joan or Gene
FREE pickup/delivery. Word at the New Jersey YM -YWHA
processing training. Student Camps, 201-575-3333.
discount! Imprint Word Processing (201 )-763-0484.
GET OFF FOR LESS!
Fly as courier - Huge savings
HAVING A PARTY?
on major airlines: Milan/ Madrid/
Call Muzik Nonstop for great Paris/ Rome/ Frankfurt/ Brussounds at a reasonable price. sels/ Rio/ Santiago/ Buenos
We will play your favorite dance, Aires/ Mexico City/ Caracas/
Top 40, and rock tunes. D.J. Guatemala/ Hong Kong/
Helder Rebelo 997-8388
Sydney/ San Juan/ LA/ Bermuda/Israel & morel NONVOYAGER (212) -431-1616
WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, theses, resumes,
cover letters, etc. Jet-quality
Twenty-Minutes For $5.00
printing. FREE pickup/delivery. (No, its not what you're thinkWord processing training. Call ing). Needed male students for
for student discount! Imprint Thesis Questionaire regarding
Word Processing. (201 )-763- Father Absence and success.
0484.
Call Paul Klein at 463-0242.
Needed your help. Male students (Ages 18-30) from separated, divorce, or father-absent
1amily. Short questionaire to
Or. Blank teaches
be answered.

· LSAT

8 session personalized

Dr. Blank 966 · 9054

LIFEGUARDS. NEEDED FOR SUMMER SESSION JUNE 26, 1989 TO
AUGUST 3, 1989 MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 12:00 NOON - 8:00 PM.

Ride urgently needed from
Roselle Park to Kean College
at 8.00 a.m. or earlier. . For
Summer Session. Please call
Jeanne Major, 527-2357

1987 Toyota Corolla, $6,700.
Excellent Condition. 4-Dr,
Sedan, NC, Auto, AM/FM, Call
352-4289.

LSAT course. In-depth
analysis of question
types plus four full-length
LSATs. Advice.
Reasonable Cost.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

RIIIAICH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

NHHI sqnq=l~~t;~~~2

Or, rush $2.00 to : Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

The Last Issue of

The Independent
this semester
will be published on
May 11, 1989

Now Open in the East Campus Locker Rooms

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Friday
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
KARATE CLUB BEING HELD AT EAST CAMPUS
THE KARATE CLUB IS NOW MEETING
ON THE EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129
TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
1:40 PM - 3:00 PM
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM
ANYONE FROM THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY MAY JOIN BRING YOUR
COLLEGE I.D., WEAR COMFORT ABLE CLOTHES, AND ENJOY!

NEW AEROBIC CLASS! INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
EAST CAMPUS, ROOM 129

Weight Room Tour and Instruction
Now available to all Kean College students, faculty /staff and administration - perso~alized: oneto-one instruction on weight training, body building, nutrition, weight loss and weight ga_m. Instruction is given on Wednesdays between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. only and you must sign up
for an appointment. Call the recreation office at 527-2229 or stop by the East Campus, Room
122.

SUMMER HELP WANTED
Work in masonry, waterproofing, debris, and light hauling.
Call 272-5989, ask for George.
LOST
Gold Bracelet, heart links.
Around Hutchinson - Student
Center area. Very sentimental.
Reward iffound. Call Beth 752-

8863.
'83 Honda Civic Station
Wagon. 40,000 miles, 5-speed,
AM/FM, very clean. $2,950. Call
Sue, 232-0015 (day) 233-9375
(eve) .
SUMMER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
The New Jersey Turnpike
Authority is recruiting for
Summer Toll Collectors (rotating shifts and days off@ $6. 75/
hr) and Summer Maintenance
Helpers (Monday through
Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
@ $6.25/hr). Call (201 )-2470900 x 5307 or x 5308 for
information and an application.

JOBSEEKING GRADS and
SUMMER JOB SEEKERS. Call
me, I'm a Kean Alumni or send
me your resume.

FOUND
Casio scientific cabJlator, solarpowe red.
Found
near
Townsend. Name on back. Call

753-4942.

I'm really bummed.
I "LOST"

my Black Max tennis racket
and Reebok sneakers (Size 8½)
from the trunk of my car in the
Vaughn Eames parking lot. IF
YOU FOUND THEM, please
return them to Room 303 VE. I
really can't afford to buy new
ones.
Mr. B's Tickets
BON JOVI - At Giants
Stadium - June 11th
THE WHO - At Giants
Stadium - June 29th
ROD STEWART - At Nassau
Coliseum - June 2nd
THE GREATFUL DEAD at
Giants Stadium - July 9th and
all summer shows
FOR TICKETS CALL:
354-0876.
If you don't see it, call and
ask, I have it!!!

There is only 1 issue
of the Indy left
this semester!
Gonna miss us?
Why not join us?
The Independent

cc 115

355-0174
You can help us
make Fall 189 our
best semester ever!

MAY4, 1989
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data

systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

CONGRATULATIONS

•••BUT BEFORE YOU GO ·
REMEMBERTHIS IS YOUR
LAST CHANCE 10 TAKE A
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
INDUSTRY STANDARD
COMPUTER SYSTEM WITH YOU

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE • GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS HONORS THE
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1989 WITH THIS
CAREER MOVING OFFER
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Zenith Data Systems
200 Meadowlands Parkway
Secaucus, New Jersey 07094
(201) 330-0523

American Express.VISA, MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted.

~

t11n,

data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON "

Prices subject to chan11e without notice.
<D 1988. Zenith Data Systems
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Baseball's
Offense
Explodes

Learn How to
Shape Up
For Summer

Cougars Beat WPC in Playoffs
By Joe Smith
If noth ing e lse, the Kean Col- also in Ewing.
lege softball team has proven rather
During the week, Kean socked
clearly that it w ill not e nd its 1989 51 hits in 169 at-bats, upping the
season with out a fight - regard less ove rall team batting ave rage from
of whatever the final won-lost record
.215 to .235, while outscoring all
may be. Suddenly springing to life opponents by a combined 54-15
offensively, the rejuvenated Coumargin. Lemchak, a senior congars went 6-1 this past week and
trol artist, had a incredible week,
went so far as to beat Will iam
hurling 39 innings a nd going 6-0
Paterson College, 3-0 in a special
with an 0.69 earned run average,
New Jersey Athletic Conference wh ile striking out 40 and walking
playoff game this Sunday, April
just 10. Kean's on ly loss of the
30, in Wayne. .
week, a 7-6 setback in the second
By virtue of a coin toss, Ke an game of a doubleheader at Wagwas awarded fourth place in a ner College last Saturday, was
somewhat confusing NJAC playoff charged to Debbie Kelton of Parfield, th us earn ing the right to sit lin.
back and watch WPC eliminate
"We had a great week," said a
Rutgers-Newark earlier in the day happy second-year Cougar coach
in a pre- preliminary conference Nancy Plantz, whose team's only
match. Then, by eliminating the hope for further post-season play
Pioneers behind a brilliant four- is to pull an upset by winning the
hitter from Janice Lemchak ( who, conference playoffs as the number
ironically enough , is a Wayne fourseed. 'Wehittheball,wehad
resident), the Cougars advanced outstanding defensive plays, we
into conference semifinal-round executed the squeeze ... so it's a
play, which means a showdown good way to go into the NJAC's.
with top-seeded Trenton State this
The Cougars, now at 13-18 overFriday, May 5, at high noon in all, scored what turned out to be
Ewing Township. Montclair and the winning run against WPC in
Glassboro St. will do battle in the the second inning when junior
other opening conference clash Maggie Brown of Orange, who

went 2-for-3 with 2 RB l's, singled
home pinch-runner Grace Johanson of Haskell with one out, after

-

Erickson's "Never Quit" Attitude Adds to Tennis Team's Success
By Robert Docherty
The Kean College Men's Tennis
team finished up their 1989 season last week with a solid 11-8
record. According to Coach,Bill
Trisco, much of the team's success
can be attributed to 21 year old
captain, from Rutherford High
School, Brian Erickson. Along with
his 20 year old doubles partner,
and co-captain, Joe Grande, this
dedicated and hard working player
has helped to give Kean its most
succes.sful tennis season in ten years.
The 5'10", 160 pound senior
started playing tennis when he was
seventeen and has been very active in other sports also. Brian
played four years of soccer and
one year of tennis for Rutherford
High School, four years of tennis
and one year of varsity basketball
for Kean, and has been the manager for the Kean Soccer team for
the past three years. If this resume
hasn't proved how serious Brian
takes his sports than maybe the
scars on his knees, from diving
cross court to get those hard to

reach shots, will.
Coach Trisco describes Brian
as a "heart and soul" player that
•never quits.• He said he gives
110% every time he steps on the
court. Coach Trisco also feels that,
as captain, Brian exhibited many
fine leadership qualities that benefited the team. Technically, he thinks
Brian's strong point all season has
been his backhand and that any
weak points have been overshadowed by his perseverance and
determination.
Playing first position doubles
and fifth position singles, Brian
has finished the season with both
9-7 and 7-10 records respectively.
Although he is happy with his singles
play, Brian tends to focus more
attention on his doubles success.
One match he found to be quite
exhilarating was the F.D.U./ Madison confrontation. After losing the
opening set 4-6, both he and Joe
pulled together by playing some
tough stroke for stroke baseline
tennis, to take the second and third
sets, 6-4, 6-3, and give the team a

5-4 victory.
Brian feels that both his and
Joe's success are a direct result of

their ability to communicate well,
adjust to various shots, and be
aware of each others position on
the court Another factor may be
the constant support they provide
each other both on and off the
court Joe said he likes playing
with Brian because they "raise the
level of each others game.•
Brian is majoring in Health and
Physical Education and plans to
teach ata middle school, where he
also plans to coach tennis.
Although the team has completed regular season play, they
will be competing in the New Jersey Atlantic Conference tournament this Friday and Saturday, May
5th and 6th. Brian is looking forward to the whole tournament,
but he is expecting "to do real
well" in doubles. He plans to go
into the competition with the same
philosophy that has helped him all
season, which is, "to play every
point like its the last.•

Raging Cougars Win Three More
Hold 1st in NJAC South
By Joe Smith
Rest assured that Kean head
baseball coach Paul Schwendel
will never sit back and rest on the
laurels of earlier accompl ishments.
But if his hard-hitting Cougar squad,
now at 19-11-1 after going 3-1-1
th is past week, continues to terrorize opposing hurlers the way it has
been, then the results can only
mean even more success.
"I think our offense has just
been tremendous,• said Schwendel, whose team, now at 7-5 in
New Jersey Athletic Conference
play, continues to hold first place
in the NJAC's South Division, ahead
of bah Glassboro and Trenton State.
"I haven't seen too many teams
swing the bats the way we're swinging them right now.•
"But we have a tough week
ahead of us,• warned the coach,

pointing to this week's schedule, with 26, capped that remarkable
which will include single games first inning with a grand-slammer
with William Paterson, Upsala, John over the fence in left-center.
Jay, Glassboro and Rutgers- Newark. "Wehavetoplaywell. We've
And, of course, in addition to
got to win those conference games the likes of Garwood's Brian
this week."
Chapman and Old Bridge's Glenn
The heroes this week were many. Ampania -- batting at .337 and
For openers, senior catcher Al .328, respectively -- there's still
Moller of Freehold, who has thrown Jim Wiewiorski of Linden to deal
out nearly two-thirds of opposing with. "Ski,"theteam leader in hits
would-be base stealers, batted .632 (43), runs (33) and batting average
in the five games, bashing four (.417), recorded the win against
homers and driving in 18 runs, TSC, not only pitching seven inwhile scoring nine more himself. nings of one-hit ball before makTwo of the homers came in last ing way for three relievers, but
Friday's 14-5 victory over visiting also flirting with a no-hitter for the
Trenton St, including a two-run first 5.6 innings of play. Wiewiorski,
blast to left-center that sparked tied with Moller for the club lead
Kean's awesome nine-run explo- in homers with six, launched a
sion that settled things early. Team- solo blast down the left-field line
mate Tom Watts of East Brunswick, against the Lions in the bottom of
who is second on the team in RB l's the second inning.

Diane Pana had earlier led off
with a single. Brown later tripled
home Lori Shouldis in the fourth,

after the latter had pushed across
Kean's second run on a daring
squeeze play.

#22 Janice Lemchak fires a pitch during a Cougar softball matchup.
.

Phcro Cou111e,y of Pub//Qt/ont

Fitness Forum

By Richard Leach
Weight loss, slimming down,
firming up and dieting. Perhaps all
of us can benefit from these areas
at one time or another, and with
warmer days ahead of us it seems
to be a popular route. As a fitness
instructor I've had the opportunity
to deal with many different kinds
of people. While there are those
concerned with trimming down
for the summer, a large portion.of
the athletes I've dealt with have
been looking to develop their bodies
and gain some weight.
Putting on body weight is easy.
A little pizza, some Big Macs and
a couple of shakes on a regular
basis andyou'II be breaking scales
in no time. But if you're like most
people you're probably looking to
increase your lean muscle tissue
and remove some excess fat at the
same time. This may sound too
good to be true, yet contrary to
popular belief it's not as hard as it
seems.
First we'll start with your workout If you're into the long, 3-hour
marathon workouts you'll more
than likely have to cut it down a
bit. Short, heavy periods of exercise will benefit you greatly in
your quest for muscle mass and fat
reduction as well. This added intensity in your workout can be
achieved in several ways. Combining separate exercises together
as a set (cal led supersetti ng), shortening your rest periods between
exercises, and knowing your body
and itsmetabolismhavebeen used
with great success by many top
athletes and bodybuilders. When
attempting to gain weight, you
should also try using some heavier
weights in your movements. This
isn't to say you should become a
powerlifter. If all you can lift in a
particular exercise is 25 pounds,
make the effort to do that same
exercise with 30 pounds. Of course
don't get crazy with it either.
Maintain the strictest form in all
your movements and you'll keep

your injuries to a minimum.
Another name for weight training is progressive resistance training. We'll call the weights you use
your "resistance•, but you should
also be concerned with the "progressive• aspect of training also. ·
This should be considered as that
regular increase of weight that was
just mentioned, and it should also
be understood that you should vary
your exercises regularly. This will
help keep you from overtraining
and getting bored and give you a
better understanding of your body
and how it responds to particular
movements better than others.
Of course your diet is important also in developing your strong
and shapely physique. While it
has long been known that protein
will build muscle, your main source
of nutrition should be carbohydrates. Gram for gram, they're equal
in caloric strength (4 calories each),
however, your body will utilize
carbohydrates first for energy. The
main goal here is to "spare• the
protein for what it does best, build
and repair your muscle cells. Eating smaller meals throughout the
day will enable your body to absorb more of the necessary nutrients it needs. This will also help to
pick up your metabolism and help
you keep your fat levels in check.
Also, try eating your largest meal
after your workout. Your body will
still be working for hours after
you've stopped exercising and wi II
be calling for replenishment. As
for foods high in carbohydrates;
oatmeal, brown rice, potatoes,
pasta, vegetables, fruit and dried
fruit will keep your body humming along and give you some
increased energy also.
Maintain a realistic attitude in
the gym and at the dinner table.
You're not going to become huge
and muscle-bound overnight. Also
you should keep a tab on your
calories and a record of your workouts. You'll be ready for the stage
sooner than you think!

